
Carving a Pumpkin

1. Time - Later Tomorrow Today Soon Etc

2. Adjective - Ends In Est

3. Noun

4. Adjective

5. Noun

6. Color

7. Color

8. Verb Plus Ing

9. Single Body Part

10. Last Noun Used

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Emotion

14. Emotion

15. Noun

16. Adjective

17. Noun

18. Verb Plus Ing

19. Kitchen Utensil - Spoon Etc

20. Adverb

21. Verb

22. Verb

23. Verb
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24. Noun

25. Noun - Plural

26. Noun

27. Single Food Item

28. Noun

29. Top Bottom Or Side - Choose One

30. Noun

31. Top Bottom Or Side - Choose One

32. Verb

33. Same Noun As Last

34. Noun

35. Noun

36. Emotion

37. Holiday



Carving a Pumpkin

time - later tomorrow today soon etc we are going to carve the Adjective - Ends in EST pumpkin using a high

quality Noun , nothing too Adjective if you want that perfect cut. First, you want to grab the best

looking Noun . Make sure it's color in color and never buy one that has color on it, it's

a sign of verb plus ING . Inspect it for any holes, single body part marks or rotting. This will highly

affect the outcome of carving your last noun used . There are all kinds of Adjective designs you can

use to carve it, such as a Adjective face, a emotion face and even a emotion face. Place it

on a Noun . It's always Adjective to take a Noun and draw the face you want before

verb plus ING . Take your kitchen utensil - spoon etc and drag it across Adverb , then begin to

verb it. If you make a mistake, don't verb . Just gently verb your Noun

around the outside of the cut to even the Noun - Plural . Put the remainder parts into a Noun and

either freeze it to make single food item pie later or simply throw it in the Noun can. Once your

face is carved, lift off the top bottom or side - choose one and place a Noun inside. Make sure it's

securely pressed into the top bottom or side - choose one so it doesn't verb down. Light the

same noun as last and place the finished product by your Noun or outside on a Noun for

others to see. Wishing you a emotion holiday !
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